I cannot let the own image of articles 'zoomable':

- If I configure 'Article:Header text position' as 'Next image', the loupe zoom image disappears and I cannot zoom the own image any other way.
- Even in the case of the loupe zoom visible, it does not respond when the article is associated with a topic. The entire image is hyperlinked. But it links to a list of articles of the same topic, not to the image enlarged. Maybe that can make sense when the image is a topic image. However, if the image is an own image for the article, one expects zoom it when clicks on it.

Consequences are for usability, as one expects to be able to zoom photos, and article's own images can be (for example, news contents). Furthermore, these images are usually shown in small size in order to save space (as these images are showed on the header section of the article), but its original size is bigger.

I would expect to always have the possibility to zoom the article's own image. Preferably as an hyperlink on the image itself.
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